Waterfront Skill Exam - ladyproblems.org.uk
waterfront skills flashcards quizlet - start studying waterfront skills learn vocabulary terms and more with flashcards
games and other study tools search create log in sign up log in sign up 15 terms erikameraz waterfront skills study play you
are a lifeguard on duty at a waterfront facility and notice a swimmer in distress a hundred feet outside the designated swim,
waterfront lifeguard certification red cross classes - the waterfront lifeguard certification course incorporates both the
lifeguarding course with the waterfront skills module the purpose of the waterfront skills module is to teach lifeguards the
skills and knowledge needed to prevent and respond to emergencies in nonsurf open water areas found at public parks
resorts summer camps and campgrounds, waterfront skills training guard for life - demonstrate competency in all
required skills and activities correctly answer at least 80 percent of the questions of the written exam certification validity
american red cross certificate indicating waterfront skills 2 years, american red cross waterfront skills lifeguarding
module - home classes training certification courses american red cross waterfront skills lifeguarding module participants
must attend all class dates and successfully pass a water skills and written test prerequisites possess a current american
red cross lifeguarding first aid cpr aed certificate, waterfront skills module fact sheet upstate aquatics - waterfront skills
module fact sheet purpose successfully pass final written exams with a minimum grade of 80 if a participant fails to reach
the minimum 80 on the final written exam a retest is allowed using the other version, red cross lifeguard training
americanpool com - the purpose of the waterfront skills module is to teach lifeguards the skills and knowledge needed to
prevent and respond to emergencies in non surf open water areas found at public parks resorts summer camps and
campgrounds certification requirements demonstrate competency in all required skills and activities, american red cross
waterfront course stony brook ny - pass written exam with 80 or better you will be tested on the following skills for the
waterfront module precourse test swim 550 yards continuously tread water for 2 minutes using only the legs complete a
timed event within 1 minute 40 seconds starting in the water swim 20 yards, aquatics certifications fitness recreation
center - waterfront lifeguard training review this course is a review for individuals who are currently certified as waterfront
lifeguards and wish to revisit the material before taking recertification exams it covers the necessary waterfront lifeguard
training course material as well as practical skills in the classroom and swimming drills in the pool, lifeguard training ymca
twin cities - pass the cpr aed for the professional rescuer first aid lifeguarding skills and waterfront skills final written exams
with minimum grades of 80 percent price 250 find a class review course online classroom this course requires participants
to complete online learning prior to in class skills sessions
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